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the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the

Merciful.

ll praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of all
the Worlds, and may His blessings be
upon His Messenger, the Faithful Proph-

et, and his blessed Progeny, and may peace be
upon his elect Companions and upon all the
righteous servants of God.

Allah, the All-wise, has said:

,*b t'V d- lf Y ,-rfc.;f üK, ..,olr,YUir !f,
, :1-Jl CJt, ü-..,UJlr j-JüW ä.

And when ll/e settled for Abraham the place of the

House (saying): "Thou shall not associate with Me
anything. And do thou purifu My House for those that
shall go about it and those that stand (in prayer), for
those that bow and prostrate themselves...." (22:26)

Once again the supreme will of God has brought
together the faithful in the home of Tawhid and
the abode of Divine mercy and munificence,
summoning them to the Ka'bah of the hearts and

the cynosure of the souls of the world's Muslimq.
Once again the celestial call of ,-Üt ,.,ö\\t
e!t-,("Proclaim among men the Pilgrimage";
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22:27) has overcome the physical as well as the
imposed distances that separate the Muslim
brethren from one another, pulling myriads of
hearts that throb with one faith, love, and a

single yearning towards the centre of the Unity
of God and the unity of the Ummah. For many
years, pagan ignorance and enmity have
endeavoured to cut off this great Islamic family
from its creedal roots and to break the mutual
bonds of brotherly love based on faith. And, yet,
every year, the duty of t{ajj has revived the spirit
of Tawhid and unity within this ancient noble
family, and every year new buds that sprout-in a

qreater number than the year past-bear the
Eood ne*,s of a new spring of religious Iife, faith,
.:C Islamic love and fraternal feeling, thus
-::::ag the r+'ork of the enemy. It is a miracle of
::.. :tai aespite the frequent confrontations
::. j =-- l.{:slin States, the intellectual,
: -,: ::... ,:: :;rt-iious bonds between Muslim
:: : :: :i',-:.:'i:ed unbroken and their

" :::: :i::_-;:
a :--I: .::::::::5::::.is:eries of Hajj

.. I :-:: i :- :;I *-1. :=: :: SXpfeSSed, thefe
"-: :-3* ::::- ::-:;:ii3:tefiStiCS that afe

r : -: :.::. : ::3rE:Cg e\e even at a first
- "::i F"::: ::; Ft."i is ti. änly religious rite
. r i -: : l: : 'is summoned every individual
r-: :*:-üi rs. e'.'er1'one who has the ability-to

; I tn"e .-:::ion from all over the world,
: -:,i ":rE hi;r out of the solitude of homes and
--; :.,ces of *'orship during certain known days,

":i linking the individuals together in the
-:urse of various movements and pauses and
;cilective rites of worship:
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Then march on from where the people march on, and
pray for God's forgiveness. God is All-forgiving,
All-compassionate. ( 2: 199 )

Second, in the course of these outward
collective rites, the ultimate goal is the
remembr.ance of God, which is something inward
and performed within the heart:

V .1pr! ub yU.J--f t*t j .irt 
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(...That they may) mention God,s Name on days
well-known over such beasts of the flock as He has
provided them: "So eat thereof, and feed the wretched
poor." (22:28)

Third, in clear and easily understandable terms it
presents a general outline of the life of a
muwahl.tid human being, and through symbolic
rites gives the lesson of a life imbued with goal
and direction to a Muslim. From the Miqat and
one's entry into the territory where one has to
assume the il.tram, while making the declaration
of the talbiyah, and set out with the resolve to
refrain from everything that is forbidden for the
muhrim, up to the circumambulation around the
Ka'bah and the performance of sa.y between the
Safä and the Marwah, the wuqüf in the great
assembly of 'Arafät and the Mash'ar, with their
specified supplications and adhkdr, and from
there until arrival in Minä and the carrying out
of the sacrifice, followed by the ramy of the
f amardt and the shaving of the head and the



return to perform the tawdf and the sa'y
again--all of these are clear and eloquent lessons

in purposeful, collective, and conscious
movement to a Muslim in his journey in the orbit
of Tawlyid and through the arena of life around

the centre: "Allah". Life in the mirror of $ajj is

a perpetual movement, or, rather, a motion
involving perpetual becoming, towards God- The

Hajj is a living and everlasting practical lesson

which, if learnt intelligently, can direct the
conduct of our life in practice and shape it.

This global gathering is held every year so

that in its atmosphere of solidarity and
understanding and the air of God's
remembrance the Muslim may find his path and

direction through life and then return to his
homeland and his folk; that year after year
others may come and learn, find and return, to
speak and to act, to listen and to think and

contemplate; that, ultimately, the entire Ummah

may attain what God and religion have taught
them: to always keep in one's view the great
panaroma of the life of the Ummah of Islam; to
be able to see beyond national, racial, ethnic,
and tribal frontiers; to examine the depths of
one's own existence and to learn the conduct,
the path and the direction of a life that is worthy
of a Muslim; and to do all this in the light of the
remembrance of God. This is the refreshing
spring of consciousness that in f{ajj, every year,

gushes forth in the Divine Sanctuary for the
benefit of the great multitude of pilgrims, and

this plenteous and perpetual source of guidance

can satiate everyone who opens his heart and his

mind to receive its limpid abundance-
There have been a.ttemPts, in the past as

well as in the present era, to project the Hajj as
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a religious duty of an individual character,
* herein everyone's concern is his own worship
and prayer, to say nothing of those victims of
ignorance and neglect who view the Hajj
pilgrimage as a kind of commercial and
sight-seeing trip. However, with its salient
features, which are not to be found in any other
Islamic rite, the Hajj is far above the narrow
conceptions of the former and the state and
erroneous notions of the latter group.

In our own times, the one who has played
the greatest role in liberating the Hajj from the
mass of superstitions surrounding it and
revealing its secrets to the minds of a great
number of Muslims, who manifested the
meaning of Hajj through their practice, was our
great Imam. He proclaimed the Abrahamic Hajj
and called the people to it. Once again the
proclamation of e-tL.1 .rUl.l;iiy was renewed
by him for the wor-[d's people.

The Hajj of Abraham is the same as the Hajj
of Muhammad, wherein the movement toward
Tawhid and unity is the driving spirit of all the
rites and ceremonies. It is a Hajj that is a source
of barakah and guidance and is the main support
of the life and strength of the one Ummah. It is
a Hajj that possesses abundant benefits and is
rich with the remembrance of God, a Hajj
wherein the Muslim nations get a concrete
feeling of being part of a world-wide
Muhammadan Ummah and are relieved from
feelings of weakness, impotence and
self-alienation through an invigorating sense of
brotherhood and fraternal closeness with other
nations.

The Abrahamic Hajj is one wherein the
Muslims move from division to solidarity; they



circumambulate the Ka'bah with the
consciousness that it is a monument of
Tawhid and a symbol of the hatred and
disavowal of polytheism and idolatry- Passing the

exoteric shell of its rites, they reach its inner
spirit and meaning and therefrom draw
inspiration for th.eir own individual lives and the

life of the Islamic Ummah.
Now, with hoPe in Divine mercY and

guidance, I pray to God to accept the pilgrimage

of you all Muslim brothers and sisters from all
parts of the world, and to make it a fruitful Hajj-
And since the rites of $ajj offer a good
opportunity for reflection, I draw your attention
to the following issues, to attend to which is
beneficial for every Muslim individual.

1. The first matter relates toTawltid, which

constitutes the essential spirit of Hajj and

underlies many of its acts and rites. Tawltid in
its profound Qur'änic sense means making God

the focus of one's attention and conduct in life
and negating all forms of idols and satanic
forces. The most dangerous of these forces is

man's own carnal self and his misleading and

debasing desires and lusts that lie within his own

being. On the plane of society and the external

world, they are represented by the imperialist
(istikbdri) powers that work corruption and

create conflict and turmoil- These powers have

sunk their claws into the body of the Muslim
Ummah and they have made the physical and the

spiritual being of many Muslim nations the

victim of their policies. The ceremonies of
bard'ah held during Hajj are meant to express

disgust with these powers- Every discerning eye

uoä "u.ry 
intelligent glance can observe the

signs of their domination over Islamic countries
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or of their efforts to dominate them. In some of
these countries, political and economic policies.
as well as foreign relations and the positions
taken in regard to world events, are framed in
alignment with and under the influence of
imperialist powers, with the United States at
their fore. The prevalence of corruption,
officially licenced prostitution, and official
sanction granted to practices unlawful in the
Shari'ah in many of these countries are also a
consequence of the diabolical policies of these
powers. A duty that is made incumbent by Hajj
and its tawhidi rites upbn every Muslim pilgrim
is to express his bard'ah and disgust with all such
things. This is the first step towards the
realization of an Islamic will to negate these
satanic phenomena and to establish the
sovereignty of Islam and Tawfiid over all Islamic
societies.

2. The second issue concerns Muslim unity
and solidarity, which is another salient theme
underlying the Hajj rites. From the very first
days of European colonialism, one of the
definite policies of the colonialists in Islamic
countries has been to create disunity amongst
the Muslims, at times with weapon of sectarian
differences and sometimes with that of
nationalism or ethnic chauvinism or something
else. Regrettably, despite the efforts of
reformers and champions of Muslim unity, this
weapon still continues to in[lict occasional
wounds on the body of the Islamic Ummah.
Altho,ugh the fanning up of Sunni--Shi,i,
Arab- -no n -Arab, Asian--African differences and
the championing of Arab, Persian and Turkish
nationalisms started with the aliens, but today,



regrettably, they are pursued by individuals from
our own midst, who fan the flames either out of
an unsound understanding or for the sake of
serving alien interests.

This deviant activity sometimes reaches such

a point that certain Muslim governments spend

money in their attempt to create discord
between Islamic sects or nations' or some

pseudo-'ulamä' issue fatwds branding certain
Islamic sects with a brilliant record in the history
of Islam as kdfir. The Muslim peoples should
realize the evil motives that underlie such

moves, notice the hidden hand of the Big Satan

and his lackeys behind them, and unmask the
traitors.

3. An important matter that should be

realized by all Muslims is that today, almost in
every part of the world, there is a sustained and

underhand campaign being waged by the
imperialist powers against Islam and Muslims.
The Muslims should tealize their duty to
confront it. Although this campaign is not
essentially something new, and its evidence in
the history of European colonialism has been

conclusively confirmed, it can be said that the
present campaign is unprecedented in its variety
of methods, its overtness, and its ruthlessness'
As such it is a contemporary phenomenon. A
glance at the present state o[ the Islamic world
sufficiently reveals the causes behind the
escalation of this campaign and its overt
character. This cause is nothing except the
growth of Muslim awakening. It is a fact that the

Muslims have launched a genuine and profound
movement since the last one or two decades

throughout the eastern and the western parts of
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the Islamic world and even within some
non-Islamic countries. This movement may be
called an Islamic renaissance. Today it is the
young educated generation acquainted with the
contemporary sciences that, contrary to the
expectations of the colonists of yesterday and
t he imperialists of today, has not only not
[orgotten Islam but has turned to it with an
enthusiastic faith which has grown in
perspicacity and profundity through its
familiarity with the advancements of human
knowledge. This generation has found its
long-sought treasure in Islam. The establishment
of the Islamic Republic in Iran and its daily
increasing stability and power represent the
peak of this reformed and deeply rooted
movement, which in its turn has played the
greatest role in the growth of Islamic awakening.

This is exactly the thing that has forced the
imperialist camp, which has always tried to avoid
appearing to wage a campaign against the beliefs
and religious sanctities of nations, to Iaunch an
open campaign, oflten violent and ruthless,
against Islam, while deploying all the availabe
means. One can identify numerous American
and European heads of state and statesmen who
have, at least once in their statements, expressly
described the expansion of Islamic faith as a
great danger and stressed the necessity of
waging a campaign against it. With the growth of
the general inclination of the Muslim youth
toward Islamic conviction and conduct, these
statements, motivated by fear and hostility, have
become ever more explicit. This has reached
such a point that even the heads of state and
s tatesmen of Muslim countries, who have
customarily concealed their enmity toward Islam

r
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'l under a mask of hypocrisy' have followed their 
I ',

," ärrJri*r-"io Eutäpeun patrons,in making open 
1r""''*i

I , and express statements concerning the'danger' I :,'
. ; of Islam and considering the sacred faith of the i.'''
' 
', ä;i; it 

"y 'utt 
over as ä threat to themselves' ;

+f The campuign ug"inst the worldwide Islamic !1"-'

" 
r awakening take-s 't u-.io,,, ro'*'' in }lg"1i1-tll iut,,'

: ;;;it;u" äu;otitv of nelqle casts its votes tn

, ;;;;;t .i trtt-iJru*i" salvation Front in the 
'- r c..rr., ÄamnnrAtic elections- L

-: 
'r#;" ;; i;;; and fullv democratic elections' i*

'i The elections u'" unnltled and the elected i
- ^^-r^ ^-o orrc<t€rl and ;

i iJr:ä:;;;; o--r tn" people are arrested and

: imprisoned through a violent coup d'eta' and the

;musres are '"uPPressed' 
Thereat the

i i^rrpLtralists, tie U'S' and European

i ;;r'";;;;o", itu* a sigh of relief and extend

: their full support to thelgents of the coup' thus

i disclosing their complicityl ln 
ttre t'11-11'^tt-Tl

;;',1ä';1;;i;; ;;*" *itt' the overwherming

:;;;;tt of the PeoPle' Y.h":."ut 
the west

commences all soris oi machinations' constantly

threatening them from within and outside the

frontiers. In Palestine and Lebanon' the

i;;;ji;t of Palestine are subject to the most

,rt.g" f.i"d of suppression and torture by the

Zionist urup""' ihereat the U'S' extends its

help and supPort to the predacious tyrants and

;;;;t; the Muslim victims and their Lebanese
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i ;;:l;;;;;ion or the Iraqi PeoPre' who have

i launchea u 't"ggle 
against the Ba'thi::i"-q:*,:

I ;;;;;;sis of t-tio*iÄotives and-sentiments' ts

i ;;lj;;,"d to the m-ost savase I'i? :t :i:Ti::l
ä;ää;. il; west and the u-s'' who have

disclosed their real motives for firmly

confronting Saddam in other cas.es'.:!1t."'*
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:::.sfaction and encouragement. In the Kashmir
.:i india, the fanatical and ignorant Hindus
.ssault the lives, honour and sanctities of the
\{uslims with the connivance, and often the
support, of the government, and the West and
rhe U.S. view this matter with cold-blooded
indifference.

In Egypt, intellectually the brightest
generation of Muslims is made the victim of
violent and fierce persecution by the corrupt
and incompetent regime of that country, for
which it receives encouragement as well as
financial and security support from the Big
Satan. In Tadjikistan, the majority of the
country's people, who desire to live in the
shadow of Islam, is violently suppressed by the
remnants of the communist regime and a great
number of them are ferced into homelessness
and exile. In this case, the West, with all its
disquiet about the return of the Communists to
power in the former Soviet Union, views this
move of theirs with satisfaction and openly takes
the side of the enemies of Islam in the option
between Islam and communism. The Muslims
and Islamic groups in the U.S. and Europe are
insulted and accused and in some cases any
manifestation of observance of Islamic norms,
such as the hijab, is proscribed. The gross insults
against Islam throughout most part of an illegal
book by a writer condemned to death, receive
the open support of European statesmen and
the prime minister of the infamous British
regime with its disreputable past officially
receives that mercenary and contemptible
scribbler.

That which is worse than all of these is the
unprecedented catastrophe of the genocide of

r



Bosnian Muslims' Now for more than a year the

;;;i-t Serbs-lately together with the

Croats-have been perpetrating- the ugliest and

rhe most inhuman'ki;d of killings and acts of

.ppt"*i"n and ruthlessness against Muslims' the

real masters o[ Bosnia Herzegovina' by rely-ing

o-o *"up"ns and facilities provided by the regime

of Serbia and foreign support' The West and the

ü.i.-have neithJr helped theT nor done

anything to resträin the derbs in their criminal

adventure.Notonlythis,us.ingtheSecurity
Council as their instiument' they have stopped

weapons from reu"hing the Muslim victims' and

;;;i-p"r"hing u'N' töops completed the siege

of Muslims. The present generation of Muslims

"t 
*"ff as the fuiure generations should know

that the United StateJ of America and the big

fo*"r, of Europe have a direct responsibility

and culpability in tt'e unparalleled tragedy of
go,oi".Throughoutthisoneyear'alltheyhave
had to offer was hollow words and false

i...it"tt but they have.done nothing to save

the life of even i single Per§on out of the

thousands of victims oi that country' What-is

worse, they have intervened to deprive- the

Bosnian Muslims of the power to defend

themselves.-^'-- 
iiir, in brief terms, is a description 

-of 
the

.o*iif-tf ,n" West and the United States

;;;rdt Islam and Muslims in our times' Neither

entreaty, nor surrender, nor negotiation' nor any

;;ih" upprou"tr"s suggestea uv 
1o1.e 

people in a

rit"pr"-äinded mannäI to tt'e Muslim's' is going

to work and deliver the Muslims from their

pr"r"nt predicament' There is only one remedy'
'una ,nui is: Muslim unity' dedicated adherence

io trturn and its principles and norms' resistance
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in face of all pressures, and cornering the enemy
in the long term. Today the hopes of the Islamic
world are pinned on its zealous youth dedicated
to volunteer service, throughout the Islamic
countries, to defend Islam and to play their
historic role.

4. Another important point that needs to be
emphasized is that with all its satanic stratagems
and despite its deployment of force, political
stratagems and false propaganda, imperialism
(istikbar) has never succeeded, nor can it ever,
in stopping the developing process of Islamic
awakening or halting to the trend of return to
Islam. The all round political, security and, more
than anything else, propaganda effort made by
the United States and other imperial'ist
countries and their regional agents against the
Islamic movement in various countries, including
their campaign against the sacred system of the
Islamic Republic in Iran during the recent years,
has been very extensive and unprecedented. In
all this, the Zionist regime, Iike an extension of
the United States in the region, has also played
its role with the utmost meanness and malice
expected of it. By ordinary materialistic
calculations, this all-out campaign, motivated by
imperialist arrogance, hostility and indignation,
should have weakened or liquidated the Islamic
movement in Muslim countries. However, on the
contrary, as witnessed by everyone, this
movement has become more extensive and deep.
Now one can enumerate several Islamic
countries where if elections were to be held as in
Algeria two years ago, the Islamic parties and
activists would receive the people's majority
vote. This is true despite the fact that in most of
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these countries the Islamic groups are denied

free political activity and the Islamists are

forbidden from holding any demonstratior-s of a

political character or doing propaganda' Yet it

was during these very years that the people's

struggle in ttre usurped territories of Palestine'

*uiJo under th; banner of Islam and

moique-based, has driven the Zionists into a

tigtt'corner. It was during the same years that

militant Islamic groups in Lebanon obtained a

remarkable success even in parliamentary
elections, also making a headway on other

popular platforms- It was in the same period that

it " trturnic Republic of Iran' which some had

simple-mindedly expected to.run into a dead end

ot io relinquish iti principles and ideals' has

continued to advance, more rapidly than

"*p""t"d, 
while remaining dedicated to its

revolutionary PrinciPles'
I would like to remind my Muslim brothers

and sisters in all parts of the world that the

major stratagem of the enemy is to make you

feel disheartened and pessimistic in regard to

the future- This is by itself sufficient to make

every Muslim of insight avoid any feeling of

aespäir. There is nothing which can justify our

disheartenment. Had the enemy any power to

destroy this Divine movement, it would have at

least succeeded in retarding its growth' And yet

we have all seen that it has failed to do so' The

Divine laws and objective realities bear the good

news of a bright future for this young Islamic

movement and the Qur'än repeatedly points out

tn.t ;+ijlj *;r-l', ('And the end is for the

God-fearing').
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5. The modern means of global propaganda 1
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are no doubt the most effective weapon of
imperialism (istikbdr). The number of audio,
visual and printed media that devote most pari
of their effort to hostile propaganda against
Islam is very large and is constantly o-n ttre
increase. Mercenary experts are engaged
fulltime in preparing news items, featur;s;nd
analyses aimed to mislead their audiences and to
distort and misrepresent the Islamic movement
and the major figures of Islam. Since the victory
of the Revolution up to this day, the Islamic
Republic of Iran has throughout been the target
of such uninterrupted and constantly escalatlng
hostile propaganda. It must be said that thi;
stratagem has also failed to produce any
considerable results in its confrontation with a
genuine Islamic movement that draws its
nourishment from human nature and need, and
it has failed to realize the enemy,s objectives.
The spread of the revolutionary call of the great
Imam, our late leader, throughout the Islamic
world and the continued presence of his ideas
and guidelines, his name, his pictures and his
memorials, in the world,s east and west, and this
despite all that false propaganda and baseless
talk aimed to distort the angelic visage of that
heir of the prophets-this is the clearest
evidence of the validity of our claim.
Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that the
critical factor in the maintenance of the
intellectual health and ideational soundness of
Muslim nations is the revetatory effort of the
'ulamä', intellectuals, writers, artists as weil as
the active and aware youth. All of them,
especially the committed religious scholars, bear
a great responsibility at this juncture.

Since the victory öf the Islamic Revolution

.!FF



in Iran until todaY, the enemy has targe-tted a.n 
r

"-tJor"r" 
sto"tpiie of accusations at.Islamil t'.'

Iran. Today we observe that exactly the same I

accusations and allegations are now aimed at 
'

other Islamic movemänts rvhatever pT ::,::: :,
*orfA they belong to' Of these is the accu§atlon ::

of fanaticism and obscurantism' which goes 
'

under the label of 'fundamentalism" the i

accusation oI terrorism, the accus"ti:-1 "^: '
indifference to numan rights' the. accu-sation of 

:7

il.irg "r,agonistic 
to dämoct"1'-:-":,t:-":' :l: I

;;;;:";;;"orliorution or women's rights' the

.."rrrr,ion of being warmongers opposed t-o

peace and so oo' Ä little sense of justice is

sufficienttomakeanyone.realizethe
l;rlr"rrness of these ailegations and the

shamelessness of their authois' Islamic Iran is

accused of being anti-democratic despite the

fact that in the petioO from a mere fifty days

after the t,i'LPh of the g:t^t Islamic

Revolution up to fäurteen months following it'

it held two generul '"f"'eodums 
in the first of

which the Iranian people opted for Islamic

Republic as the-"ouotty't poiitical system and

ufirou"a the constitution in the second one'

During the same period' in 
1tr1 

course of three

elections, the mlmbeis of the Assembly of

Experts tor *iiting the constitution' the

i'i"'rioär, "no 
ti" refresentatives of the Islamic

Consultative Assembiy were elected' Since then

up to the present' it häs continued to hold timely

free election, *iih the enthusiastic participation

of the people for ttre appointment of the

;;";fu;ru ura the representatiues of the Majlis'

. Islamic Iran is """u'ä 
of terrorism by those who

I ;;;; evtenrle-d the qreatest support,:"":i:I 
''1 

YV v'" 
nd have kePti terrorist Zionist government a
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terrorist Iranian counterrevolutionary groups
under their patronage. Their mercenary agents
have been guilty of hundreds of bomb explosions
inside Islamic Iran and have murdered thousands
of ordinary people, revolutionaries and innocent
men, women and children.

The Islamic Republic is charged of being
opposed to peace by those who imposed an
eight-year war on Iran by encouraging the
Ba'thist regime of Iraq, which was provided by
them with all kind of help during that period for
attacking Islamic Iran and which was at that time
considered their favoured regime.

The allegations of violating women's rights
are framed by those who do not view with favour
the sublime dignity of the Iranian woman, who
participates in the society's activities at the
highest levels while maintaining her Islamic
bijab and observing the religious bounds, and
who yet prescribe the waywardness prevailing
over the relations between the two sexes and the
unmanly exploitation of women in Western
societies as an exemplar for woman's social
existence.

Iran is accused of violating human rights by
regimes who are themselves guilty o[ the most
numerous and stunning counts of violation of
the rights of human beings or who have
prepared the ground for the perpetration of
such violations.

Have human rights ever been violated more
savagely in the modern era as are being violated
today in Bosnia? Isn't the violation of the rights
of a nation such as that of Palestine a violation
of human rights? What rationale justifies the
connivance at the explsion of more than four
hundred Palestinian citizens from their homes



and their homeland on behalf of a world that

.iyf"t- irt"lf as defender of human rights? Isn't

ii'" .rtooting down of the Iranian passenger

aircraft over the Persian Gulf by the United

Statesaviolationofhumanrights?Isn,tthe
unjust treatment of the Black people in America

a violation of the rights of man? Isn't the

,uppor, given to the culprits re-sponsible for the

;;'r; in 
"Algeria an instance of such violation?

Isn't the patronage extended to. the perverse

ngyp,i"n regime ä violation of human rights?

Isn't the burning alive of a large group of people

i"1tt" U.S- and ii*ilut cases violations of human

;;g;; una ,."'äege against the sanctitv of

human lifc?
Are the governments that so recklessly

violate human rights and who coldbloodedly and

indifferently--oi rather with satisfaction and

encouragement--watch the spectacle of such

uitr"tiooi--are they really indignant becau§e' as

they claim, human righti are being violated in

Islamic Iran?
The fact is that the authors of such

utt"gaiions, including the present leaders of the

Ürii"a States who Lave recently raised a new

"f 
uiou, by replaying this old and hackneyed

nrooaqanda stunt' uft t'"ty well aware of the

[;;;i;;;ess of these charges' These are not

*i", they don't like in relation to the Islamic

Republic but something else which they cannot

onenlv declare on uc"ount of political
;;;;i;"ties, although a studv of.the statements

of their theorists anjwriters discloses their real

intenf icns"
The things about

Republic which make

mustakbir Power boil

the system of the Islamic

the U.S. and everY other

with indignation are the



iollowing:
First, the absence of any separation between

religion and politics and the Islamic foundations
of the Islamic Republic.

Second, the political independence of this
system in the sense of refusal to submit to the
customary arm twisting tactics of the
superpowers.

Third, the declaration of a clear-cut solution
by the Islamic Republic of the problem of
Palestine, which consists of the dissolution of
the usurper Zionist regime and the
establishment of a Palestinian State constituted
by the people of Palestine and based on
coexistence amongst Muslims, Christians and
Jews in Palestine.

Fourth, the extension of moral and political
support to all Islamic movements and
denunciation of the persecuation of Muslims in
any part of the world.

Fifth, its defence of the sacrilege of Islam,
the Qur'än, and the Greatest Messenger, may
Allah bless him and his Household, as well as
other divine prophets, and its duty to confront
the conspiracy to make insults against these
sanctities a common practice, as witnessed in the
case of the writer of. The Satonic Verses who has
been given a death sentence.

Sixth, its efforts to build up the unity of the
Islamic Ummah and promote politicat and
economic cooperation amongst Islamic
governments and countries and its moves
directed to the consolidation of the power of
Muslim nations within the framework of .the
Great Muslim Ummah.'

Seventh, its rejection and negation of the
West's imposed culture-which the Western



governments, with tlteir eharacteristi* faaaiieism

fnd ourrow-mindedness, wish tc imi':os* up*n all

tn" *..fd's nations-and its insiseenee *c the

revirral of Islamic culture in l-'[usliän countries'

Eighth, its eampaign against corruption and

violatiän of sexual äthics, the most deviant form

oi which has shamelessly been already given

official sanction by sorne Western governments'

"rp."üffy 
Amer.ita and lately Britain' while

someothersareintheprocessoflegalizingit.
il;". decades they havi been developing plans

uoO .utiog efforis to irnport' various forms of

,"*,r"1 miscänduct into Muslim count'ries'

These are the things that have arousecl the

O""p-r.**eii hostility of-ihe Unäted Stai*s and its

u""ä-pti"ts against the Islamic Repu?:ii*'

It is obvious that if they were to openly

declare the causes of their trostility and diseiose

ini, tir, of grievarr*es, they would thernselves be

adding to the credibility o'f ehc ls[amie Rcpu]"rlic

t;;;; eyes of the Muilirn naticns' who are all

O"Oi"ur"i to these principles' 
.Ehat is whv lhey

have, on the one- hand, to accuse Iran of

i".roiir* and the like in their propaganda' and'

on the other, try to project' through concocte.d

unuifr"t and faise oll" it"*s that the Islamic

n"p,rUti" has abandoned its principles and

,uri.oO"t.d itself to the enemy's desires'

Both of these are falsehoods whose source

lies in the vile nature of istikbar' The principles

of ,t. Islamic Republic-which are the same as

ttr" putt, of Imam khumayni and the indr'rbitable

fundan'le.ntals oI Islam-iemain valid in Islamic

iiu*, **rpite the enerny's wishes' and constitute

the üasis of our political and social life' Never'

not under any circurn§tance whatsoever' v"ill the

g*u"o***ni anci tite people of Iran evetr
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relinquish the life under rhe shadow of the pure
trslarn of llv{ulrarnmäd, rnay Allah bless him and
his Household, a lif,e which they have attained
through invaluable sacrifices and at the cost of
the lives of their dearest sons. The principles
promulgated by Imam Khumayni, may Allah be
pleased with him, and above all the principle of
non-separation between religion and the State
and resistance to the assaults of modern
materialism aimed to isolate Islam and the
Q-u1'än, will always remain the Iiving principles
of the Islamic Republic.

6. At the conclusion, I would advise the dear
huiiai to use the opportuniry provided by [rajj in
the best possible manner for getting acquainted
with their Muslim brethren and getting io know
the situation of the Islamic world thiough the
speech and conduct of Muslims. They should
exchange their experiences, aspirations,
achievements and capabilities and try to make
their hajj as truely close as possible to the hajj
intended by Islam. My advice to the deai
brothers and sisters from Iran is that through
speech and conduct they should be messengers
of their majestic revolution and the missionaiies
of their great country and its heroic people to
the brethren from other countries. Let them
make the best use of the brief period of
proximity to the House o[ God, the shrine of the
great Prophet, may Allah bless him and his
Household, the sublim e mowaqif of hajj, and the
memory laden land of the Hijäz in order to
revive the heart with the remembrance of God
and to strengthen their spiritual bond with the
Messenger of Allah, may Allah bless hinr and his
Household, and his pure Frogeny, rnay peace be



upon them, and especially for 
-turning 

one's

aitention towards tire Greatest Wali of Allah

and beseeching guidance and assistance from

ii.-fo, undoubtedly the blessing of his sacred

;;;t;"" in the rites of hajj are shared bv all

hearts Possessln g ma'rif ah-and for gaining

i*i*u"y with the-Qur'än and contemplating its

clearverses'andforprayer'supplication'
iu*"n,r,ion and tawassul, which bring about

"lo"..r"rs 
to God' Let them pray for the

deliuerance of the Muslims from hardships'

beseech God to grant ever greater strength and

honour to Islam änd the Isiamic Republic' and

rrppfi""," God to raise the station of the pure

soul of the late Imam Khumayni and those of

the martYrs of Islam'

Was-saldmu 'alaykum wa rahmatülldhi wa

brakdtuh

rAli al-$usaYni al'Khämene'i

29 Dhü al-Qa'dah, 1413

28 Urdibehisht, 1372

[May 18, 1993]


